
A Picture is worth 1000 words... Sometimes

pictures as a good way to show other
people what they are like.  But this is
as many of us have learned is only a
portrait of the outer person, not the
inner person which is our true self.  It
is one’s inner or true self that is the
final determinant in achieving success,
handling life’s challenges and difficul-
ties and of course, building healthy in-
terpersonal relationships.
The outer physical appearance of a

person, which a picture represents, re-
veals very little about that all impor-
tant inner person.  Certainly one’s
physical attractiveness is an important
factor in that all mysterious phenom-
enon we call, “chemistry.”  But often,
a picture of a person, or their appear-
ance is misleading to understanding
who they really are on the inside.  Like
most syndication columnists today, my
picture is at the top of this article to
satisfy some mild curiosity you might
have about what I look like, but be
wary about what you may attribute to
my character from my or anyone’s pic-
ture or physical appearance.
Just as one’s appearance or a picture
of a person portrays their outer physi-
cal dimensions, think of one’s hand-
writing as portraying their inner or true
self.  So, when you attempt to know
someone, I mean really know some-
one, consider an analysis of their hand-
writing.  One’s handwriting is a por-
trait of the inner person or character
just as one’s picture is a portrait or
describes the outer physical person.
So, when you clean out your closet and
happen upon old love letters with pic-
tures, or reminisce through an old
school year book and see the pictures
of all your classmates, look carefully
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If you would like to submit your hand-
writing (and maybe someone else's) for
the possibility of appearing in an up-
coming article, please write with your
question to:

by Mark A. Hopper, M.C.

A

S ince the development of cameras
over one hundred years ago,
people have considered one's

Our publisher, Eugene
Goedel who is known as
“Penguin Willy,” has
courageously offered his
handwriting to us for
analysis. It is an act of
courage when you con-
sider the outcome of the
analysis we did last
month on Ted
Kaczynski, the
Unabomber suspect.
But have no fear, pub-
lisher Eugene Goedel is
no Ted Kaczynski... in
fact, he is actually quite
normal, at least com-
pared to the Unabomber
suspect.
So take a look and see
the handwriting of your
publisher with some per-
sonality attributes that
give you some answers
as to why he is the pub-
lisher and single!

Eugene Goedel is an interesting character.  He’s
introspective and a thinker.  He likes to exam-
ine/analyze and explore ideas and concepts; he
considers possibilities and enjoys planning and
the art of strategy.  Intellectually he is easily
intrigued.  Socially, Eugene is introverted,
partly because he is sensitive to being criticized
and because he is private about his true feel-
ings.  Despite this, he is intense and has strong
passionate feelings.  Therefore, Eugene needs
someone who would be gentle with his feel-
ings and encouraging.  If criticized, he tends
to hold grudges and may become critical when
frustrated.  With someone supportive and non-
critical, Eugene would be at his best: optimis-
tic, hard-working, resourceful and tenacious.
For those ladies who wish to pursue Eugene, I
recommend you talk to him about ideas and
possibilities, the future and potentialities.  Ap-
peal to and identify with his hopes, dreams and
plans.  Do not talk too much about practical
and concrete topics.  Don’t criticize him, but
do support him and his beliefs.  Do these things
and he will become more open and energized,
this will attract him to you.  If you follow these
principles, Eugene will think you’re special.

Penguin Willy... Will He?

and value the handwritten notes even
more than the pictures.  That handwrit-
ten note, “Hey Joey, have a great sum-
mer!  See you next year. Signed,
Charlene,” can tell you a lot more
about that person than their picture.

       QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Question:  About five years ago the
girl of my dreams dropped me and
ended up marrying somebody else.  I
never really got over her but I kept her
letters that she wrote to me while we
were together.  Would you analyze her
handwriting for me to tell me what it
is that I love about her so much?
Bill F.

Answer:  We would be glad to take
your money analyzing the handwriting
of the woman of your dreams who
dumped you.  An analysis of the hand-
writing will tell you all about how she
thinks, deals with relationships, hon-
esty, emotional maturity, angers, fears,
and so on.  What we can’t tell you by
analyzing her handwriting however, is
why you think she is your dream girl if
she dropped you.  For that answer, we
will need your handwriting.

Question:  I was looking through my
college yearbook and noticing the
notes written on the inside cover to
me by the two girl friends I had last
year.  What is really interesting is that

their handwritings look very similar to
each other and their personalities are
similar too.  What can I learn from this?
Jeff T.

Answer:  Assuming the fact that the
handwritings produced by your girl-
friends do indeed look similar does
suggest strong personality similarities
as well.  If these ladies were relatively
good matches for you, then I suggest
an examination of the handwriting of
your next potential girl friend to see
how her handwriting compares with
the previous two.  If the two ladies
were unsuitable for you, a different
type of handwriting in your next rela-
tionship is recommended.


